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Hares: Not Cleaver, Bluey, Dr Fucking Hekyll
phuket-hhh.com
HARES IN THE CIRCLE bellows the GM followed by a thanks for choosing to run right in the
middle of a 4WD Land Rover tourney. They tried to sluff it of with various looks of surprise but DFJ
finally hung his head in fear of the judgment forthcoming .

Not to worry hares, next on the GM's plate was the follow-on for last
weeks grand dog and missing thumb event, making it abundantly
clear that the Hash was NOT a dog event. Dogs that misbehave will
NOT be allowed. Having the long arm of the law reaching into our
circle is not wanted. According to Thai Visa, said Jaws, various
solutions were presented like muzzles and 50cm leashes or
surrounding the circle with 50kg of black pepper to keep dogs out
and another readers comment that isn't this place wonderful such that
dog's that bite don't belong to anybody but hit a dog with your
motorbike and everyone within sight owns it.
All seemed good when later Who The Fuck Is Alice got Assterix
back in then presented him with a ceramic “muzzled” dog. Dog
owners are forewarned!!
Run Shirts was a bit more lively this week. Tequila Slapper was called in
for her 300 Run shirt and of course “take it off” rang loud and clear.
Someone commented that obviously the “take it off” crowd hadn't heard
that the Iron Pussy girls had agreed against participating in this practice.
Obviously TS hadn't heard this as she proudly de-shirted herself to which
the crowd approved loudly and enthusiastically. So much for IP cohesion.
Sweaty Bollox, named last week, received his 25th Run shirt. Well done
SB. Fungus was called in for his 400 Run shirt and Mr Impedimenta
Lesser Dipstick just stood there smiling. With fanfare Jaws then dressed
Fungus in his 400 Run personalized shirt that he could maybe grow into!!
Returners called in for a welcome back down-down, the furthest
distanced being Crock O'Shit and Crock's Crack from Öland island
(right!). Fubba, Bluey and Bjorn To Run – welcome back all.

Virgins were called in and confused by The Mighty Quim's antics
as he worked to sort out placing the cups in some sort of pattern.
Tight Fit got involved and finally all was sorted and ice water
applied. It's still a bit of a fire drill getting virgins out of the circle
with no one quite knowing who does and does NOT get a shirt.
Chinese fire drills can be entertaining, On On.
Cunt Of The Litter came in as a Visiting Hasher from the China
Hash in Taipei. He actually said he's coming back although it was
touch and go according to Tight Fit who overheard COTL bitching
about having to buy everything on our hash while in Taipei water is
included in their 600 baht registration. To top it off COTL sees
Assterix showering at the back of
his truck and asked for some water.
Assterix told him 10 baht per
dipping bowl. COTL approached Assterix twice thinking Assterix had
to be joking. Ha!!
Announcements brought in Wilma and Tequila Slapper for the Bike
Hash then Trump A Go-Go and Nothing to promote the Outstation
Run scheduled for March 8-10 (make your bets on elections- or not).
See the website for details; registration will continue for several more
weeks.
The GM got Crack A Boner and Big Keyunt in for being seen pulling
a quick U-Turn only 100m before a Police Check Point. Lost they
said, not likely, more like fugitives on the getaway.
Run Offenses kicked in with Manneken Pis getting in Master Baker, Butt Plug and Repressed One on
the ice short cutting to stay in front. Flubba slyly worked over to the ice claiming he is a known short
cutter, and at one time he was a front runner. Free beer is free beer and just looking at him lets you
know he has no pride. (Tight Fit is included the picture below as he specifically asked to be in the
scribe notes if there was a picture on of him appearing statuesque. Say no more.)

GM called in No Hope for showing his protest to the increased registration fee by paying in Satang,
those pesky little coins that businesses give as change but don't seem to accept for payments. Fungus
got No Hope and Rubber Up The Shithole in as when the bus missed the turn in from the main highway
it had to make two U-turns to get back to the same turn. Jokinly Rubber Up The Shithole commented
we were only doing this to see if anyone was following us. And the answer was, yes, Paper!

Steward for the day was our Sous-scribe Tight Fit who regaled the circle with a great number of Rosie
lines, a snatch of which would look like:
• GM sat on a rowing machine in the gym and the bastard thing sank.
• Girl says to GM you look like John Travolta. Fuck off, he says, this is fat not grease.
• GMs sister-in-law sat on his glasses and broke them. It was his own fault. He should have taken
them off.
• What does a man with a 2 ft penis have for breakfast. We'll, this morning I had egg on toast.
• Jewish pervert says to the little girl .. you're not going to eat all those sweets are you.
• Fernando Torres..... Not as famous as his brother Clit....
• Crock O'Shit and Crock's Crack worked for the circus and wanted to adopt a child. The agency
inspected their motor home, inquired into health care and schooling, everything in fact. Passing
the review they were asked whether they wanted a boy or girl. Oh, it doesn't really matter, they
replied, as long as it's small enough to fit in the cannon.
• Na Ha Man being given the “Penguin” by a girl that got him hard then walked away and left
him walking like one.
• Apparently SADG and FA Cup hit a skunk with their car but didn't kill it. Being a cold night
SADG said to put the skunk between her legs to keep it warm. I can't it smells really bad,
replied FA Cup. No problem, just pinch it's nose was SADG's helpful reply.
Like his quality scribing Tight Fit did a stellar job of keeping the circle entertained. Well done and
welcome back anytime.
Note the before & after pictures of papayas. How convenient for the Thai Connection's dining.

Hares in the circle and in comes SADG to do the honors, and as he's been doing the last few weeks he
grabbed two hashers and put them on the ice to sing for the crowd. I think the message here is, SING!

So, good run, or not? Hares in the circle... It wasn't even close, so
Assterix keeps the honor another week, GOOD RUN!!
Next weeks scribe chosen non-randomly to be SADG, great!!
OnON, Fungus

